
GETTING TO AND FROM WINDSTAR’S OFF THE 
BEATEN PATH CARIBBEAN is now even easier with our 
new air + cruise packages. Simplify your trip with easy departure and 
arrival times optimized for making connections and getting to your 
yacht via included transfers without needing an extra hotel night.

Spend more of your travel time on the yacht and less in airports. 
Windstar’s Caribbean air + cruise packages are customized specifically 
for St. Maarten-bound cruise guests traveling through Charlotte 
or Miami, simplifying transfers and connections for the Gems of the 
Leeward Islands, St. Maarten & the Virgin Islands, Windward Islands Surf 
& Sunsets, and Star Collector: Lovely Leewards voyages.

These voyages each take place aboard the newly transformed all-suite 
Star Plus Class, Star Pride. With beautifully appointed suites offering 
a minimum of 277 square feet, Star Pride also features two new 
world-class international restaurants designed by a 10-time Michelin-
starred chef and a global grilling authority, the new WorldSpa by 
Windstar, new infinity pool, and new bathrooms throughout.

Besides taking care of flights, we look after your health and safety, 
augmenting our safety practices to include enhanced sanitation 
protocols, COVID-19 vaccination requirements for all guests 
and crew, and additional onboard medical staff. Our new Beyond 
Ordinary Care Program is a multi-layered strategy featuring 
key hospital grade elements: HEPA filters and UV-C germicidal 
irradiation to filter and disinfect circulated air, and electrostatic 
sprayers to sanitize all surfaces throughout our yachts.

This air + cruise package is available for cruises sailing between 
November 2021 and March 2022 that feature St. Maarten as the 
departure port and the flight destination. These packages include air 
and transfers from airport to yacht and yacht to airport and must be 
booked at least 60 days prior to departure.

To give you extra peace of mind, we’ve extended our flexible Travel 
Assurance Booking Policy to allow you to change your cruise 
departing in 2021 or January - March 2022 up to 48 hours prior  
to departure for 100% Future Cruise Credit in case you have to 
change your plans*.

There’s never been an easier way to make Windstar Cruise’s 
Caribbean travel plans and celebrate your return to cruising.  
Contact your Travel Advisor today.

S A V E  W I T H  C O N V E N I E N T 
R O U N D  T R I P  A I R  +  T R A N S F E R S

INTRODUCING 
NEW CARIBBEAN 
AIR + CRUISE 
PACKAGES

*Excludes cancellation fees collected for air, transportation, and hotels.



For information on pricing of these packages, visit www.windstarcruises.com/air-packages-caribbean

For your convenience, Windstar is offering to book flights for guests who are booking round trip St. Maarten sailings on Star Pride November 20, 2021 through March 12, 2022. Offer includes round trip air from MIA or CLT and transfer to and from the yacht and airport. 
Flights arrive in St. Maarten the day of embarkation and leave the day of disembarkation. Certain restrictions apply. All fares mentioned are per person, in US dollars, based on double occupancy in lowest category, and include non-discountable amounts. Suggested onboard 
gratuities are extra. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are additional and published at www.windstarcruises.com. Deviations from the offered flight schedule are not permitted. Package must be booked at least 60 days prior to cruise departure. For information on American 
Airlines baggage fees and any other American Airline fees and restrictions visit www.aa.com. Offer is valid on new bookings only for select departures and subject to availability. Consult your Windstar representative for promotional offer or discount combinability. Bookings 
are non-transferable; no name changes can be made nor can this offer be applied retroactively. Cancellation fees may apply; please see website for details. Fuel surcharges may be imposed or increased over time. Offer is capacity controlled and may be withdrawn or 
modified at Windstar’s discretion at any time. Information contained herein is accurate at time of publication and subject to change without notice. All terms and conditions stated on the Windstar Cruises website apply. Cruise is provided subject to the terms and conditions 
of the Passage Contract. Offer expires on January 1, 2022. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. 21-165/8.9.21

GEMS OF THE LEEWARDS ISLANDS
10 days St. Maarten to St. Maarten on Star Pride

WINDWARD ISLANDS SURF & SUNSETS
7 days St. Maarten to St. Maarten on Star Pride

ST. MAARTEN & THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
7 days St. Maarten to St. Maarten on Star Pride

STAR COLLECTOR: LOVELY LEEWARDS
14 days St. Maarten to St. Maarten on Star Pride

By departing from magical Philipsburg instead of from Florida, your Caribbean 
cruise vacation begins earlier, on day one. And with 10 days instead of the usual 7, 
you have time to take the full measure of the most iconic parts of the Caribbean. 
Everywhere you look is another cover shot image. Dazzling white sand turns the 
shallows mesmerizing shades of peacock and mermaid, weathered fortresses point 
cannons at long-vanished schooners, natural pools warm gently under the mid-day 
sun. On your private ship, you’re equally at home in exclusive harbors and anchored 
off barefoot beaches, so you can see it all. Snorkel or dive on vibrant coral reefs. 
Follow your siren inland to rainforest adventures or duty-free boutiques.  
Thank your lucky Star Pride for bringing you here.

Revel in seven days of surf, sand and sunsets during this leisurely cruise up and 
down the Caribbean’s Windward Islands. It’s a perfect vacation getaway for anyone 
craving a quick escape from life’s everyday obligations. Swim among sea turtles and 
glide above dazzling coral reefs with a highly skilled diving guide off the coast of Les 
Saintes’ volcanic shoreline. Clip into a zipline and hang on as moss-covered limbs 
and colorful wild birds rush by your head as you glide through St. Lucia’s rainforest 
canopy. Vacation time is always well spent among the Windward Islands, but 
nothing makes it more perfect than the personalized attention and unique excursion 
opportunities offered by Windstar.

Depart from St. Maarten on this bewitching Caribbean cruise through the Virgin 
Islands where no two days are alike. One day, you’re shopping chic French boutiques 
for the latest fashions from Paris. On another, snorkeling a secluded cove known 
only to lucky yachtsmen – like you. Skip more common and commercial ports in 
favor of less-visited destinations like St. Kitts and Montserrat. Bypass the major 
cruise terminals in favor of exclusive marinas and anchorages on this Caribbean 
cruise. And as guests on larger cruise ships take an excursion from Tortola to reach 
tiny Jost Van Dyke, your elegant yacht is already there.

Whether you’re passionate about swimming among rarely seen undersea wildlife or 
the intricate cultures and intertwined European histories of the Windward Islands, 
this 2-week cruise offers the best combinations of charm, island heritage and natural 
beauty. Shop unique designer apparel in St. Barts, where you’ll discover a fashionable 
confluence of high-end brands normally associated with places like Madison Avenue, 
but displayed in an ambiance that’s anything but intimidating. Master the art of 
cooking with distinct spices like nutmeg, cloves, and allspice in authentic Caribbean 
cuisine while taking direction from a highly skilled native chef. This Caribbean 
getaway is the perfect duration for lovers of island life and those who want to spend 
more time exploring the Windward Islands overlooked by other cruise lines.
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Dimensions in Travel
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